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Daria Cibrario

Box 1.1

When the global housing crisis meets a global pandemic:
a social tragedy
BY DARIA CIBR ARIO, PUBLIC SERVICES INTERNATIONAL1

“Stay at home”, advised as key

a majority of workers – includ-

In Canada, real estate prices in the

in the fight against COVID-19,

ing those in vital services such

Greater Toronto area increased by

implies there is a home to stay

as healthcare, social and elderly

425 percent over the last 30 years,

in. But in absence of prompt,

care, waste services, public trans-

whereas median household wages

extraordinary measures to

port and education who are now

increased only by 133 percent.5

support income and mitigate the

celebrated as ‘heroes’ – to the edge

According to the Australian Coun-

social impact of the crisis, many

or outside of their cities, forcing

cil of Trade Unions (ACTU), 28,600

millions around the world will be

them to endure long commutes

full-time workers were homeless,

evicted or dispossessed as they

and often to live in precarious

16.5 percent of the country’s total

become unable to pay their rents

conditions with scant access to

homeless population, in 2018.6

and mortgages. Shockingly, some

the same services they provide

These data show that even in

are now even losing their accom-

to those that can afford to live

high-income countries, full-time,

modation because of the stigma

in more affluent areas.3 While

permanent work is no guaran-

associated with having fallen ill

housing inequality has long been

tee of access to affordable and

with the virus or because they

a harsh reality for millions in

adequate housing.

work in frontline public s ervices

emerging economies, it is now

such as doctors and nurses.2

increasingly common in high

Housing is enshrined in the

income ones, too, including where

Universal Declaration of Human

Well before COVID-19, the lack

public and social housing stock

Rights as essential to the right to

of affordable homeownership

and services used to exist. Sample

an adequate standard of living

and rentals had already pushed

data are telling: in 52 out of 102

and well-being.7 For the former

countries, workers with an aver-

UN Special Rapporteur on the

age salary must save their whole

Right to Housing Leilani Farha,

This box is an extract of a paper published

income for 10 years to be able to

“housing is a human right and

by PSI in August 2020, see https://bit.

purchase accommodation in the

a primary human need, not a

country where they live.4
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Spotlights on multiple crises

as a priority target in global

amounts.11 In 2016, the global

neoliberal policies have encour-

policy frameworks, including

value for residential real estate

aged housing market deregulation

the Sustainable Development

was valued at US$ 163 trillion,

and the sale of public housing

Goals (SDGs)9 and the New Urban

more than half of the value of all

and land stocks of local govern-

Agenda.10 States have committed

global assets and more than twice

ments by promoting – and in

themselves to uphold it and are

the world’s total GDP.12 This trend

some cases subsidizing – their

responsible for its implementa-

has caused land and housing

private purchase through tax

tion. Yet, many governments have

prices to soar, making cities unaf-

breaks and low-interest loans. The

overlooked their housing respon-

fordable for the locals, pushing

generalized failure to address real

sibilities for decades, relying

dwellers and workers to the

estate speculation at a national

instead on private developers,

outskirts or expelling them from

and global level has further

real estate investors, foreign aid

cities, leaving the most vulnerable

resulted in the sale of housing

and charities to provide much-

in the streets, while homelessness

stock, leading to deeper urban

needed housing solutions to

has been criminalized in many

gentrification, social segregation
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and inequality in many cities and

and the popularization of online

metropolitan areas worldwide.

Over the past decades, housing

short-term rental platforms have
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exacerbated this phenomena.
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